
DISCO Ediscovery, a top-rated edisclosure platform 
delivering a lightning-fast, intuitive user experience, is the 
single solution today’s attorneys need to modernise their 
practice. It incorporates continuous learning from DISCO AI to 
help you get to the bottom of your case or investigation faster.

How to use integrated AI to speed 
up your edisclosure practice
Lawyers are facing increasing market pressure to 

modernise their business models and the way in 

which they deliver services to clients. At the same time, 

in-house counsel are expecting their lawyers to invest 

in legal technology and AI to drive down the costs 

of edisclosure. But successful lawyers spend most 

of their time focused on case outcomes rather than 

trying to test every new technology that comes along. 
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Use AI to identify key documents faster throughout your case lifecycle 
Prioritise and eliminate irrelevant documents with AI. 
DISCO Ediscovery users often see document populations 
reduced by 50% or more. In a 2021 lab test, AI prioritisation 
was able to eliminate 85% of documents.

Use AI to make the most of your legal work. When your team 
exercises legal judgement, our AI uses that information to make 
recommendations to save you time. Our models update quickly 
to match your speed of work. You don’t need IT support or a 
degree in computer science to leverage AI using DISCO Edis-
covery best practice workflows.

Add powerful machine learning without adding extra steps. 
Often, AI tools require lawyers to work with IT or third party 
service providers to cobble together disparate tools. We’ve built 
our AI tools directly into our document review platform — no third 
party plug-ins or APIs required — and made them easy to use. 
That means an instant value-add with no added costs or time.

Use just-in-time batching to maximize utility. Each batch of 
documents can take advantage of the constantly updating 
AI model for prioritisation. Other tools offer static batches 
that require complex AI training up front. DISCO AI learns and 
grows with your review.

Expect AI that can understand the context of the 
words in your documents. Lawyers make their liveli-
hood spotting issues and parsing nuanced language. 
DISCO AI is designed to support that contextual work with 
natural language detection and deep machine learning 
that takes the context of language into account when 
providing recommendations to legal professionals. DISCO 
consistently improves the platform’s AI technology to take 
advantage of new advances in the field.

DISCO: AI-powered edisclosure
DISCO Ediscovery provides AI and analytics tools to identify 
relevant documents more quickly and dramatically reduce docu-
ment volumes requiring review. 

Interested to learn more about DISCO Ediscovery?

Click here to see a demo

Adopt intuitive, proven, and transparent AI workflows that are 
easy to explain to any client, opposing party, or factfinder.

(csdisco.com/schedule-demo)

QUALITY CONTROL (QC)
Easily double-check documents 

where the AI model disagrees 
with the human reviewer 

TAG SUGGESTIONS
Find more documents relevant 
to key issues based on work 

your team has already done   

PRIORITISED REVIEW Speed 
your review by moving 
relevant documents to the 
front of the queue   

TOPIC CLUSTERING
Immediately get an AI-generated  
table of contents for your document 
universeRESULTS

50%+ reduction  
of document review achievable

https://csdisco.com/schedule-demo
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Choose our cloud native platform as your 
partner for the future
Collaborate in any place you have an internet connection. 
Share documents, administer reviews, or prepare for a client 
interview without needing to deal with slow connections through 
VPNs or requiring direct access to an on-premise server. DISCO 
is committed to constantly improving its edisclosure 
platform speed, so you can take advantage of the cloud 
without sacri-ficing performance.

Train an AI model for your growing practice. Once you’re 
up and running in a single matter, leverage your improved AI 
model by using it to speed up your review on future cases. For 
example, once you’ve found all the performance reviews in 
your employment case, you can use the same model to quickly 
identify performance reviews in your next employment matter.

Efficiently manage the growing universe of data types. DISCO 
makes new data types easy to review, search, and produce 
by rendering them in near-native formats. Efficiently manage 
the growing universe of data types. DISCO makes new data 
types easy to review, search, and produce by rendering them 
in near-native formats. Supported formats include Slack®, 
WhatsApp®, Google Drive®, Microsoft Teams®, Excel®, SMS, 
CAD, and more.

Find out more about DISCO Ediscovery by visiting 
our product page

All trademarks, logos, and brand names are the property of their respective owners.

Speed up administrative tasks and shift 
your time to substantive work
Designed for legal work. We collaborate closely with lawyers 
to make sure our software speeds up case teams or tasks. For 
example, 80% of our most common searches take only a few 
clicks in the filters pane, allowing quick exploration of data sets.

Simpler, faster productions. Create and run your own produc-
tions in as few as four clicks, without requiring the use of billable 
services time or going back and forth with a vendor. A large, 1.5 
million page production can run in 25 minutes rather than hours. 
Peak production speeds of a thousand pages per second allow 
you to reclaim more time for review and QC. 

Grows as fast as your business. Never worry about slowdowns 
due to adding users or documents to a database. DISCO Edis-
covery is built on the largest infrastructure resources in the world 
– Amazon Web Services (AWS) – and can automatically spin up
additional computing and storage resources to handle large
needs due to data processing, user traffic, and large matters,
without compromising performance or stability.

(csdisco.com/ediscovery)

reduction 
in document population

~90% reduction in cost in 
3 weeks in large 

pharmaceutical litigation

reduction 
in document population

in 4 weeks by international law 
firm Kennedys Law LLP

Download your guide to building a business case for 
technology in your law firm

https://www.csdisco.com/disco-ediscovery
https://www.csdisco.com/disco-ediscovery
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5a0da7a5be982900010f0a48/62a89ad1ceb3ba35d48ba934_204412_V1_dis-q1-business-case-builder_US%20Version.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5a0da7a5be982900010f0a48/62a89ad1ceb3ba35d48ba934_204412_V1_dis-q1-business-case-builder_US%20Version.pdf

